
2021 SurfGuitar101.com MP3 Compilation
01 - DeathTide "Missylou"
Uploaded by DeathTide.
This time I went for full on, unabashed POP. It's a pop song. And it's inspired by my lovely and
sweet tortie / calico cat pal, Miss Li! We called it Missylou heh heh.
This is a demo, I am not happy with the drips... Ah well. It's a demo! Myself Dan Izen played
drums and guitar, Steve Kish played bass.

02 - The Baikal Surfers "Failsafe"
Uploaded by daimonlog.
Brian, thank You for hosting another annual "Battle Of the Bands" on this great site. The Baikal
Surfers are pleased to present to everyone a cover of one of the bands from the golden age of
surf rock. We hope that You will enjoy the updated sound.



03 - ldk "Please, Please Me"
Uploaded by ldk.
Here’s a cover of Link Wray's brilliant version of the Beatles' Please, Please Me. Link's version
is just about my favorite instrumental cover of a vocal song. My tempo is 145 bpm, a bit faster
than the Beatles' 140 and comfortably less than the speedy 156 of Link Wray's version. My
version, like the Beatles' is in the key of E, while Link Wray's version is in D. Much harder to play
in D than E, I think.

I have a request. I appreciate the comments that people leave, but please don’t leave a 'star'
rating of 3 or less without also leaving a comment. Two and three star ratings in the past,
without comment, have left me wondering what I might have done better with my contribution.
Thanks.

04 - Chartophylacium "Holo ka nalu"
Uploaded by Chartophylacium.
Just a nice surf song written and recorded by me right into my computer using my Jazzmaster,
Jazz Bass and some keyboard drumming. I hope you like it.

05 - The Reverbrasonics "Hot Head"
Uploaded by Reverbrasonics.
An original song recorded in 2021 on a 800 Mhz Pentium III PC with 1 gigabyte of RAM using
Cubase SX! Don't ever let the lack of the latest and greatest equipment ever stop you. This
song was inspired by a person who I have worked for that was always losing his temper. I hope
you all enjoy!

06 - The Rumtones "Marked by Shadows"
Uploaded by Ol_tikithom.
Hello!
This is our tune Marked by shadow's. Recorded in Savannah Ga in October 2021.
Thanks and Happy New year!
Thomas
The Rumtones
Savannah Georgia
therumtones@gmail.com

07 - The Coffin Daggers "Similau"
Uploaded by psychonaut.
Our version of this classic. Written by Clar - Coleman and published by Cherio BMI.

mailto:therumtones@gmail.com


08 - The TomorrowMen "Time Enough At Last - live
demo 2009"
Uploaded by DannySnyder.
Titled after a Twilight Zone episode, this song is based on a melody from the Monochrome Set
song Adeste Fidelis. It's a slow, moody one, enjoy.

09 - Rev Hank "Cross Ties"
Uploaded by revmike.
Rev Hank's "Spaghetti Western/Sci-Fi" cover of Link Wray's Cross Ties.

10 - Aloha Sluts "Viva Sandinista!"
Uploaded by arny.
Loosely based on Link Wray's 'Sorento'. Another inspiration was the dynamic 'soft vs loud'
sound of the Pixies.
Recorded on my old Tascam 4-Track during our first rehearsal since a long Covid 19 lockdown.

11 - Archie Vetters "Herman's Day At The Beach"
Uploaded by twang10.
The basic idea for this tune comes from the B section riff in Link Wray's Jack the Ripper, but with
a minor setting and a different chord progression.
Recorded in Garageband.

12 - Neptune Trojans "First Draft of a B Movie Theme"
Uploaded by BrentD.
This track has all the fun of a film lacking both direction and budget! Guitars, bass, drums, and
horns paint a landscape somewhere between the open West and the open sea.

13 - The Diamondheads "Gemini VI"
Uploaded by thediamondheads.
Submission by The Diamondheads, Baltimore.
Thanks!

14 - Gimlet "How Far I'll Go (to Surf)"
Uploaded by Gimlet.
Here's my take on a well known recent tune from a Polynesian themed family movie from the
House of Mouse. It was partially inspired by my wife's Island heritage, but originally started off
as a nod to "Wonderful Land" by the Shadows, and the more cinematic "The Lonely Surfer" -
less orchestral strings and brass! It's all pretty much all Strats (surf green MIM 50's player with



EJ pickups) into Vox AC30s. Effects are in GarageBand.

It's a rough mix, so I hope you guys like it! CheeeeHooo!
Gimlet

15 - Sandbug "Surf Mustard"
Uploaded by SandBug.
Guitars and Arrangement - Sandbug
Drums - Sandi Nippèll
Philosophical and Nutritional guidance, taking the piss - Ravdeep Singh
This track is a re-arrangement of a re-arrangement. The original melody is from Okinawan folk
music, then it was arranged by the Latin Playboys as a song called Mustard, then that version
inspired this surfy version.

16 - JeffLeites "Surf Noodling In Am7"
Uploaded by JeffLeites.
I was attempting to do a cover of the TV theme from "3rd Rock From The Sun", but I just
couldn't get it together. So in a desperate attempt to have something to contribute, I went to
Band In A Box and generated a backup track in Am7. I'm playing the lead on my 6 string, and a
chord track with my flangered 12 string.

17 - Little Kahuna "Puka Shells"
Uploaded by LittleKahunaCraig.
Put on your shorts, grab a drink with an umbrella in it and relax to the gentle sounds of Little
Kahuna...

18 - Brighton Surf Club “Sets”
Uploaded by skg22.
A new tune from a new project out of Rochester, NY. Thank you for the opportunity to submit.

19 - The Racket Squad "Travelin' Man"
Uploaded by eddiekatcher.
After some deliberation as to whether we would submit an original (The Surge!), or put together
a new cover (The Racket Squad), we elected to go with a cover.
I had been noodleing with "Travelin' Man" for a while, so we went with it.

Production wise, we took a different route from normal. The double tracked lead guitars are my
'62 AVRI Jaguar, rhythm guitar tracks are the '65 Jazzmaster, the bridge is my Kurokumo
Mosrite. The bass is Billy's early MIM Squire P-Bass direct into the board with a passive direct
box. As usual, the signal path was an SM57 into the Mackie 32-8 into and ADAT HD-24
Amp wise was the big shake up, the lead and rhythm tracks are all a vintage Thomas Organ



Vox Super Berkeley lll, the bridge was a 1959 Silvertone 1434 Medalist 2-12.
With time running out and Bobby unable to make the session, I filled in on drums.

We had fun with this one.
Reverbs,
Ed

20 - Insanitizers "Bald on Night Mountain"
Uploaded by Squid.
Insanitizers' dramatic impressionistic reworking of compositions by Mussorksky and Liszt (that
are now public domain), for guitar, bass guitar and drums.

21 - simoncoil "I Was A Teenage Astronaut"
Uploaded by simoncoil.
A song about under age space exploration...
This is a sort of minimalist tune, which was originally conceived for a duo performance (surf
guitar with looper plus drums) at a friend's wedding party. We rehearsed a set of eight songs,
but never got to play them live, since the patry was cancelled because of the pandemic...
I recorded with a Squier VM Jazzmaster, a DIY Surfy Bear and the Joyo American Sound into a
Behringer UMC22 Audiointerface this time. Recording and Mixing with minimal EQ (and pitch
shifting for the "bass") was done in Reaper. Drums were programmed in Hydrogen.


